Bird's eye view looking West towards the Santa Lucia mountains from Highway 101 just north of the Hudson Road intersection.
Existing conditions as viewed from Highway 101 just north of the Hudson Road intersection.
Visual simulation as viewed from Highway 101 just north of the Hudson Road intersection.
Alternate visual simulation with relocated duplex units as viewed from Highway 101 just north of the Hudson Road intersection.
Bird’s eye view looking West towards the Santa Lucia mountains from the intersection of Arroyo Seco Road and Clark Road.
Existing conditions as viewed from the intersection of Arroyo Seco Road and Clark Road looking west.
Visual simulation as viewed from the intersection of Arroyo Seco Road and Clark Road looking west.
Alternate visual simulation with relocated duplex units as viewed from the intersection of Arroyo Seco Road and Clark Road looking west.
Bird's eye view looking West from Clark Road at the halfway point between Arroyo Seco Road and Paraiso Springs Road.
Existing conditions as viewed from Clark Road at the halfway point between Arroyo Seco Road and Paraiso Springs Road.
Visual simulation as viewed from Clark Road at the halfway point between Arroyo Seco Road and Paraiso Springs Road.
Alternate visual simulation with relocated duplex units as viewed from Clark Road at the halfway point between Arroyo Seco Road and Paraiso Springs Road.
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Bird’s eye view looking West from Clark Road approaching the Paraiso Springs Road intersection.
Existing conditions as viewed from westbound Clark Road approaching the Paraiso Springs Road intersection.
Visual simulation as viewed from westbound Clark Road approaching the Paraiso Springs Road intersection.
Alternate visual simulation with relocated duplex units as viewed from westbound Clark Road approaching the Paraiso Springs Road intersection.
Bird's eye view looking southwest into the valley from the southbound Paraiso Springs Road.
Existing conditions as viewed from southbound Paraiso Springs Road approaching the Clark Road intersection.
Visual simulation as viewed from southbound Paraiso Springs Road approaching the Clark Road intersection.
Alternate visual simulation with relocated duplex units as viewed from southbound Paraiso Springs Road approaching the Clark Road intersection.
Bird's eye view looking west on Paraiso Springs Road approaching the valley.
Existing conditions as viewed from westbound Paraiso Springs Road approaching the valley.
Visual simulation as viewed from westbound Paraiso Springs Road approaching the valley.
Alternate visual simulation with relocated duplex units as viewed from westbound Paraiso Springs Road approaching the valley.
Bird’s eye view over Paraiso Springs Road curving southwest into the valley.
Existing conditions as viewed from westbound Paraiso Springs Road entering the valley.
Visual simulation as viewed from westbound Paraiso Springs Road entering the valley.
Alternate visual simulation with relocated duplex units as viewed from westbound Paraiso Springs Road entering the valley.